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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IN THE NAME OF MY FATHER
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sunday February 15th, 2009
Cunning Fox of England and US Have Returned on the Scene to Prolong the Regime in Iran
There are no longer any doubts that England and US brought the Mullah in power in Iran, and would
love to see the regime in Iran would last for many years to come in because the regime in Iran with its
belligerent attitude is very profitable for the England and the US war machine manufactures.
One more time England's propaganda machine which is British Broadcasting Corporation staged
another support for Khomeini HENDI and his outlaw posse.
On below video clip would see how the BBC began to slander His Imperial Majesty, Light of Aryan,
King of Kings Mohammad Reza Pahlavi:
His Imperial Majesty was kept in power by:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Vicious secret police service
5th largest army
Equipped with American armory
Ignored cause of democracy
Oil revenue was given to a few

Responding to the above false and unsubstantiated allegations.
1. Ervand ABRAHAMIAN was Islamic Republic historian, and he made startling revelation that
from 1963 to 1979 SAVAK apprehended individuals and the SAVAK had these individuals in its
protective custody. When this historian read prisoners' letters, they used words like “boredom”
and “monotony”. No one used words like torture, horror or being fearful of their safety.
2. It was true that the Imperial Iranian Armed Forces was the 5th power in the world, but how did
the army kept His Imperial Majesty in power? Also, when Admiral Kamal Habibollahi proposed
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to His Imperial Majesty to use force against mob to secure His Throne, as His Imperial Majesty
refused to do so because it was outside of Iran's constitution. So how was it possible that the
secret police was vicious and the army was a threat to people and suppressing Iranian?
3. Iran was Equipped with the American armory because Iran's political climate was realism and
needed to built it military muscle in order to deter any possible threat from other nations like
Russia.
4. All left wing factions, and religious factions were engaging in act of terrorism. Hence, they had
no legal status in Iran to run during electoral process.
5. About the oil revenue was given to a few individuals. The BBC accidently forgot the 1963
White Revolution!
The below video clip began to besmirch His Imperial Majesty for promoting promiscuity in Iran.
Kindly check the below images of cinema writing, they were not Persian writing, they were Pakistani
writing.
Also what was so interesting that Mohsen Sazegara appeared in this program, and explained his
relation to Khomeini Hendi. Now, it was clear and crystal that why no one should approach him and
seek his advice because he had loyalty to the establishment in Iran and he was here to mislead everyone
about the regime in Iran.
The below video clip depicted very well how Khomeini used France as a base to send letters to his
followers in Iran, and Revolutionary Guard General Mohsen Rafiqdoust would read the letters on
public phone to someone else on other end of phone to make a copy of Khomeini's speech and to
disseminate them. So, how SAVAK was controlling people? There was no control.
http://iranzamin2529.blogspot.com/2009/02/cunning-fox-england-and-us-1979-fiasco.html
American General Robert Huyser came to Iran during farce fiasco of 1979, and in his book “Mission to
Tehran”, he wrote that he was asking Iran's General not to do coup and allow the regency government
to carry on its business as usual, but on below clip he said that he wanted Iranian Generals to do coup.
Once, again a liar lack short memory.
The below video clip made it sound like in 1953 there was a popular uprising against His Imperial
Majesty. However, that popular uprising was against Muhammad Musaddiq, and not His Imperial
Majesty.
America decided to take side with Shapour Bakhtiar's regency government and did not want to support
His Imperial Majesty. Just reading Shapour Bakhtiar's memoir, and in his own word, he said that he
wanted Pahlavi Dynasty to collapse, he was nothing but a traitor to Iran, and deserved what he got.
http://iranzamin2529.blogspot.com/2009/02/cunning-fox-england-and-us-1979-fiasco_8034.html
Please pay close attention to this British speaker that how he was happy when he said 2500 years of
monarchy collapsed in Iran.
On the below clip, General Hatam proposed to other Generals to sign a neutrality with the mob in order
to avoid further clash with the mob. The below clip claimed that all Generals signed the neutrality
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paper. Except, honorable Major-General Ali Neshat commander of elite unit of Imperial Iranian
Immortal Guard, who did not sign the neutrality paper, as he was seeking avenues to save Iran from
destruction, and was acting in good faith to save millions of live.

http://iranzamin2529.blogspot.com/2009/02/cunning-fox-england-and-us-1979-fiasco_15.html
There was this whole idea of the US embassy staffs were taking hostages as the US prepared rescue
operation. In past, the US was claiming that their flying military capabilities landed in Iran, and on the
map it would show somewhere close to Afghanistan border.
It was about one year ago Sarbazan and Janbakhtegan Organization explained very carefully that there
were land airbase closed by Tehran, and the American force landed closed by Afghanistan border
instead. Thus, the American were supplying arsenal to the Mujahiden in Afghanistan and Russian Red
Army blasted the US flying military equipments.
This time, the US decided to claim that their helicopters and cargo planes landed close by Tehran. The
US, and its president were getting low life every day with their lies {they really deserve this kind of
tone of language and attitude, enough lies said}.
http://iranzamin2529.blogspot.com/2009/02/cunning-fox-england-and-us-1979-fiasco_9747.html
http://iranzamin2529.blogspot.com/2009/02/cunning-fox-england-and-us-1979-fiasco_3598.html
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http://iranzamin2529.blogspot.com/2009/02/cunning-fox-england-and-us-1979-fiasco_2049.html
The bottom line, it was so sad to see Iranian dignitaries appeared on the BBC propaganda machine, and
allowing the low life BBC to use them as their assets to expand on their words, and promote its own
cheap agenda.
Payandeh Iran/Long Live Iran
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